President’s letter

by Michael O’Donnell
Blue Ridge Community & Technical College

Challenging…….. (in my case that is probably a big understatement) we are challenged in this time with adapting our approach to our normal, daily routine. Evolutionary theory talks about adaptation. In its simplest form, an organism adapts to the environment in which it finds itself. There are several evolutionary theories out there; pick your favorite, but it all comes down to adaptation to the point where a new species has arisen from something that is no longer around. I don’t think this “new normal” we have encountered will force us to speciation, but we have all had to adapt in some way. (As an aside, my wife, Sarah, claims she has not been allowed to experience this new normal as she has gone to work everyday since the country has been under stay-at-home orders. Like human health care workers, veterinarians continue each day as the day before.)

So, what has been your adaptation? For me, it has been learning to do everything remotely. It isn’t that I fear technology (ala Terminator!), but mostly that I am frustrated that it will not conform to what I want or need it to do. I must learn something new! Argh! And, it looks as though my colleges, Blue Ridge CTC, and Lord Fairfax CC, will continue the online format into the foreseeable future. Well, looks like I need to become an expert in Zoom! Don’t get me wrong, I believe in the safety of everyone out there. We should have been practicing most of what we are doing now (masks during any illness, like flu season; washing our hands properly; staying home when sick) and must continue. But I miss my students! I like the interaction with them during lectures and labs. For me, the computer tends to lessen the spontaneity of teaching. Perhaps, as I move forward, I can develop my online persona and bring the comedy of what I do in the classroom to what happens online. We shall see. Adapt! That is the key. Learn something new, keep your mind going. The cool thing is that each of us can do this and in different ways. Though we won’t have our annual gathering, let’s keep in touch through our Facebook page and continue to exchange our ways of adaptation. Who knows, perhaps we may evolve into something new! Stay safe and wash your hands! Meanwhile, enjoy some pictures of past trips I have taken.

Red Granite of Kgale Hill, Gaborone, Botswana Africa, May 2017
Great Smokey Mountains, Tennessee, June 2019

County Kerry's Wild Irish West Coast, July 2019
For our spring 2020 issue of the eastern section Bulletin we introduce a new feature titled “Outcrops”. For each edition of Outcrops we’ll accept submissions by eastern section members showing an outcrop they have personally been to. It can be an exposure you have studied, written about or simply photographed on a trip.

Here are the requirements in order to be considered:

1. The outcrop must have been visited and photographed by you.
2. The photograph can be recent or from past years.
3. Include a brief description of the location, general geology and the date taken.
4. The featured photograph for each issue of the Bulletin will be selected from those submitted. By submitting the photo you are allowing the Eastern Section of NAGT to publish your name and photograph within the Bulletin newsletter.
5. Send your Outcrop photo to eastern section archivist Steve Lindberg at: slindber@pitt.edu or minerlight@atlanticbb.net

Spring 2020 “Outcrops”

Pitt-Johnstown geology students during a fall, 2016 field trip walking along the fold axis of the "Whaleback" anticline exposed within the Bear Valley strip mine in Shamokin, Pennsylvania. Located in Coal Township, Northumberland County, a few miles to the southwest of the town of Shamokin, Pennsylvania. Bear Valley is an abandoned strip mine located in the western middle field of the anthracite coal region in the Ridge-and-Valley Appalachians. The strip mine is a well known structural geology field location that exposes a series of folds in the Pennsylvanian Llewelyn Formation. Submitted by Steve Lindberg, Pitt-Johnstown.
Announcements

New VESTA website

by Bonnie Keller
VESTA

Hi all! The VA Earth Science Teachers Association has a website now: https://vaearthscience.org/

We have plans to create an online library of Earth Science materials for teachers to use that are specific to Virginia.

Rendezvous update & review camp

by Caroline Smith
NAGT head office

The Activity Review Camp application deadline has been extended to May 25, 2020! We invite you to apply to a one-day "Review Camp" to help peer review the collections of submitted teaching activities from Teach the Earth and NAGT sponsored programs. We seek reviewers from across the disciplines who can evaluate the content and pedagogical quality of Teach the Earth's contributed collections as well as related activities from other projects. We will select 25 reviewers from those who apply, and provide a $500 stipend that will help to offset your Rendezvous registration. Stipends will be distributed 4 to 6 weeks after the conclusion of Rendezvous. You must take part in synchronous and asynchronous sessions during the review camp and complete the reviews assigned to you to be eligible to receive a stipend. Apply to participate by Monday, May 25. Registration stipends/awards are also available for the following workshops:

- Preparing for an Academic Career
- Creating Inquiry-Based Labs for Introductory Geology Courses
- Teaching for a Changing World: Water resources and melting ice

Multi-day workshop spots are limited and are filling up. Save your spot by registering for Online Rendezvous today, and join us for this unparalleled professional development opportunity!

New Hofstra YouTube channel

by Christa Farmer
Hofstra University

Hofstra’s Geology, Environment, and Sustainability department started a YouTube channel and published several videos this semester for our students learning online - Others in NAGT might be interested in using them in their teaching. Have a look:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLoKnEcf9W5bXeSidVhxJrg
Free Seismology Skill Building Workshop for Undergraduates

by Michael Hubenthal
IRIS

Despite the pandemic and suspension of our internship program for the summer 2020, IRIS remains committed to developing the next generation of seismologists.

To this end, the IRIS Education and Outreach program is offering a FREE seismology skill building workshop for undergraduate students seeking to build skills in working with seismic data and scientific computing. The workshop will run every other week from June 1, 2020 through August 28, 2020. The goals of this workshop are to increase students'

- interest in taking additional course work in seismology and scientific computing,
- self-efficacy in using seismic data, and
- competitiveness in the graduate school or summer REU application process

Participation: This workshop is intended for undergraduate students (e.g., students majoring in computer science, geophysics, geology, math, physics, engineering). However, depending on response, graduate students may also be admitted. There are no-minimum course or experiential requirements in order for students of all backgrounds to participate. However, students who have completed at least one semester of math and physics will be best able to most benefit from the course, and two semesters of each math and physics would be ideal.

Additional information and registration can be found here: https://www.iris.edu/hq/short-courses/course/ssb_workshop

“FROM THE ARCHIVES”... Spring 2020 edition

by Steve Lindberg
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown

The spring 1982 eastern section meeting was held at The College Of William And Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia from May 21-23. Here is the meeting notice notice, Saturday field trip schedule and registration fees for the meeting as it appeared in the spring 1982 edition of the Bulletin.
SATURDAY FIELD TRIPS AND GUIDED TOUR

Field Trip #1.  
THE LATE CENOZOIC GEOLOGY AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA.

This field trip will examine representative stratigraphic sections of Upper Tertiary and Upper Quaternary deposits on the lower York-James Peninsula, will delve into problems in stratigraphy, genesis, and the geologic history of the major formations in the area, and will review the geologic and topographic setting of mineral resources and landfills on the Peninsula. Excellent fossil collecting will be available at some of the localities.

Field Trip #2.  
THE GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA AND THE USES OF BUILDING STONES IN THE CITY OF RICHMOND.

This field trip will consist of two segments: (1) a walking tour of downtown Richmond to study the origin, uses, and deterioration of building stones in that city; and (2) a visit to some extensive exposures of granite at the Fall Zone in the James River. Some excellent photographs of potholes and xenoliths may be taken at the falls. The trip will follow a guidebook published by the Virginia State Department of Education. This guidebook is built around a series of exercises developed for Earth Science students and designed to give students experience in observation and interpretation of geologic processes.

Special Tour

A GUIDED WALKING TOUR OF COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG.

This guided tour is offered for those who would like a change of pace and are interested in the 18th century history of the area. An expertly trained guide will lead the group through the restored area, provide an overview of the colonial capital, and weave together the appeals of its history, architecture, gardens, homes, crafts, archaeology, and decorative arts. This trip may appeal to some of the spouses of the earth scientists. Only 25 persons can be accommodated and reservations will be made on a first come - first served basis. We must have at least 20 people in order to run this tour.

FROM THE ARCHIVES

| Preregistration Fee |  
|---------------------|-----|
| Registration        | $5.00
| Banquet             | 13.50
| Field Trip Transportation | 5.00
| Box lunch (optional) | 5.25
| Guided tour of Colonial Williamsburg (no box lunch is needed for this tour) | 11.50
| Total               | $_____
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